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Eternal invigilation
As the minutes tick by in exam-hall hell, Emma Rees
ponders the potential price in dog lives of her rise to power
6.45am Alarm sounds. Press snooze
button.
6.46am Begin middle-aged morning
inventory. Husband – one – fast asleep;
cats on bed – two; cats attacking human
toes – two; knees – stiff; back – aching;
sight – myopic; vanity – too great for
varifocals; hours of invigilation ahead
– three.
6.50am Alarm sounds. Hit snooze
button.
6.55am Alarm sounds. Nurture dark
thoughts about snooze button inventor.
7.00am Alarm sounds. Punch it in irritating, snoozy, insistent, stupid little face.
Cats hurtle off bed. Husband gives me
A Look. Goes back to sleep.
8.55am March into Sports Hall with as
much authority as back and knees will
allow. Rows of empty desks and chairs.
8.56am Remind self that am not taking
exam. Anxiety allayed.
8.59am Set question paper and answer
booklet on each desk.
9.11am Wait for students to be let in.
Novelist Colleague, also invigilating, sits
next to me. Reads me two pages of his
new novel which is, he reports, brilliant.
9.19am Novelist Colleague asks if I think
it’s reminiscent of Proust. Snorts unnecessarily loudly when I say that I have
never finished anything by Proust.
9.22am Woman from Registry tells me
am Chief Invigilator. Am seized with fit
of smugness. Give Novelist Colleague
fleeting yet meaningful look to say
“Uneasy lies the head that wears the
Chief Invigilator crown”.
9.23am Novelist Colleague surreptitiously picks nose.
9.24am Students begin to file in.
9.30am Exam starts.
9.40am Wander up and down aisles like
keyless prison warder.
9.43am Wander down and up aisles.
9.50am Wonder as wandering.
10.13am Incontinence has apparently
gripped students. Escort one after
another out of hall. On third trip, left
shoe starts to make comical “eekEEK”
sound when I put weight on heel.
11.06am Student with hand up in
Aisle C! Jump up, startling Novelist
Colleague from resting eyes. Am up and
eekEEKing way to student in authoritative manner, clutching treasury tag, biro
and answer booklet. Student takes
answer booklet. It is lilac; original ones
are blue. “Does the colour matter?”
hisses student. “No” (said in comforting-yet-commanding Chief voice).
Student looks unsure; clearly oblivious
to solemnities and power of role.
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11.07am EekEEK back to desk. Remain
vigilant. Thoughts course through
Chiefly brain. What if booklet colour
does matter? What if power has gone to
head? Student would fail degree; would
fall into inexorable spiral of destitution
and gloom; parents, divided in opinion
over offspring’s ruinous regret, would
divorce. Mother, in heated confusion of
family argument, would reverse car too
quickly out of garage, running over
Odette, beloved family spaniel. I would
be culpable. Done for dogslaughter, I
would suffer ignominy at hands of press;
would lose job, home, cats, husband.
12.13pm Gear self up for penultimate
announcement. Wonder how to deliver
it. Sympathetic tone? Timbre calculated
casually, yet assertively, to suggest: “This
is serious”? In upbeat, jaunty manner?
12.14pm Pressure of occasion has made
palms sweaty.
12.15pm “You have 15 minutes left.”
12.16pm Am impressed by what was
packed into those bland words: authority, yes, but authority subtly tempered
by echoes of empathy and solace.
Congratulate self on Job Well Done.
12.30pm Exam ends; students file out.
Am no longer Chief Invigilator. Am no
longer The Law.
12.36pm Invigilators busily sort scripts
into piles. Look at my pile. From Invigilation Hell, have stepped, with nary an
eekEEK, into Marking Hell.
2.08pm Husband asks how day went.
Recall dogslaughter. “Could’ve been
worse.”
2.12pm Sit in study to begin marking
scripts. Notice how grubby window is.
Refuse to be distracted from first script.
2.14pm Cleaning windows with miniature yellow and black vacuum cleaner.
2.39pm Start marking again. Notice
mark on pane. Focus on answer booklet.
2.41pm Another mark! Stubbornly
continue correcting first essay on Woolf
and Perkins Gilman.
2.42pm Marks on window start to evolve
into diminutive existential portents. Are
they inside, or out? Rub inside of
window gently with little cloth from
glasses case. Mark is on outside. Have
created new smudge.
2.45pm Marks have made marking into
long, dark tea break of soul.
2.46pm Yearn to transcend such
mundanities but, alas, have no wife.
And, for as long as marking season lasts,
I also, apparently, will have no life.
Emma Rees is professor of literature and
gender studies at the University of Chester.

of performativity have shaped a more inwardlooking “academic profession”.
This inward turn marks not just the declining role of academics as public intellectuals
but also the atomisation of academic practice
and identity. Work has been parcelled into
discrete and specialised niches. Only around
half of academics in the UK or Australia are
now on “all round” contracts involving teaching, research and service. The other half are a
disparate collection of para-professionals who
might research or teach or, perhaps, manage.
The line between an “academic” and an
“administrator” is also becoming fuzzier as a
result of this fragmentary process.
Some of the early articles published in
Studies in Higher Education essentially constituted personal reflections, part of a lost world
of scholarly dialogue about academic identity.
In “Reflections on working in a university”,
Adam Curle, the first professor of peace studies
at the University of Bradford, made no

In the mid-1960s, a mere 10 per cent of
British academics were even ‘interested’
in research, while just 4 per cent saw it
as their primary responsibility

T

he word “traditional” is possibly the
most overused term in higher education.
In fact, in common with nearly all institutions that have endured for any substantial
length of time, the university has been adroit
at reinventing itself. The latest reimagining is
that “traditional” universities are research-led
institutions. This myth has comparatively
recent roots.
An insight into just how much priorities
have changed among academics during the
recent past is provided by The British
Academics, A. H. Halsey and M. A. Trow’s
seminal study of a still-small and elite UK
higher education sector, published in 1971
and drawing on data gathered in the mid1960s. The authors found that British
academics were overwhelmingly oriented
towards teaching rather than research.
A mere 10 per cent were even “interested”
in research, while just 4 per cent of them
regarded research as their primary responsibility. The study concludes that “elitist teachers”,
predominantly interested in teaching rather
than research and opposed to the expansion
of the system, constituted the dominant
“academic type”. Nor was it just UK academics who saw their role as primarily about
teaching. Writing about US academics as late
as 1979, Logan Wilson asserted that even
though “assigned teaching loads…normally
allow ample time for research, the majority
consider teaching to be more important than
research”.
As the Society for Research into Higher
Education celebrates its 50th anniversary this

Look back in wonder:
the invention of
academic ‘tradition’
Early issues of Studies in Higher Education show how greatly
notions of scholars’ priorities have changed, says Bruce Macfarlane
week, I have been looking back at early issues
of Studies in Higher Education, the journal of
the SRHE, first published in 1976. Unsurprisingly, many articles focused on undergraduate
teaching, picking over very practical issues
such as the use of lectures, examinations and
various forms of educational innovation. The
language of this time was all about “university
teachers”. The virtual disappearance of this
phrase in the modern lexicon tells us a lot
about the way in which the subsequent separation of government funding for research and
teaching has led to a radical shifting of
academic priorities.
Analysis of the academic profession in the
1970s, in the aftermath of the campus radicalism of the previous decade, was sometimes
characterised in terms of a division between
the forces of conservatism and liberalism or in

attitudes towards the expansion of higher
education. Today, sadly, the very idea that the
sociopolitical views of academics should be
sought, let alone listened to, might seem at
best quaint or at worst, irrelevant. This is
partly about the way in which the public
role and status of the academic has shrunk.
The divisions today within the academic
profession are more usually expressed in terms
of contractual or stratified status: research or
teaching contracts, tenured or untenured, fullor part-time, and the career critical division
between those who have been submitted or
omitted for national research audit exercises.
The expansion of higher education has not
only led to increased inequality between
students in a highly stratified sector – it has
had much the same effect for academics.
The realities of casualisation and the pressures

mention of phrases or agendas that might
predominate if such a piece were to be penned
today, such as “workload” or “research
grant”. Instead, he provided a critical reflection
on his own development from “middle class
English academic, subtly conscious of status,
class, and colour, believing – albeit criticizing
– the values of western civilization” to a later
realisation that his “attitude toward students
had the same ominiscient superiority that had
tainted my attitude towards people in the
countries where I had worked on development
problems”. Such a candid self-analysis is all
too rare today as modern para-professionals,
including full professors, scurry around meeting the demands of a performative culture.
Today Curle’s idiosyncratic meanderings
would probably face instant rejection from
Studies in Higher Education given its lack of a
“methodology” section, empirical evidence or
other sufficiently respectable social scientific
clothing. Such conventions now predominate
and have positively contributed to achieving
the hope expressed by Tony Becher, in his
opening editorial in the first issue of Studies in
Higher Education in 1976, for higher education to “constitute as valid a field of intellectual enquiry as can any specialized discipline”.
Yet much of the scholarly dialogue from the
1970s and early 1980s reminds us of what has
been lost. These authors addressed a key question too rarely considered today: what does it
mean to be an academic?
Bruce Macfarlane is professor of higher
education at the University of Southampton.
The Society for Research into Higher
Education is celebrating its 50th anniversary
this week with a colloquium and reception at
the House of Lords on 26 June.
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